
 

PRESIDENTIAL MODELS 
Our world renowned PRESIDENTIAL models are our flagship models. Over the years however, 
we've recognized that some customers, although desirous of having a PRESIDENTIAL Walkin 
Bathtub, have had to settle for one of our less expensive models that were more suitable for 
their budget. Supportive of our customers ultimate desires, Walkin Tubs Of America™ has 
created the perfect solution that provides bathers with the best of both worlds....combining 
outstanding features with affordable prices.The PRESIDENTIAL models are available in TWO 
DISTINCT Sizes (46" & 52"), each with FOUR DISTINCT VARIATIONS (Soaker, Air Spa and 
Combo ( Air & Whirlpool Spa ) to best accommodate your bathing preferences & bathroom 
space. 

 

THE WIDE PRESIDENTIAL 
Overall Outside Dimensions: 
52"L x 29"W x 40"H 

Available in: 
● SOAKER Model 
● AIR SPA Model 
● WHIRLPOOL Model 
● COMBO (Air & Whirlpool Spa) Model 

THE STANDARD PRESIDENTIAL 
Overall Outside Dimensions: 
46"L x 26" W x 39"H 

Available in: 
● SOAKER Model 
● AIR SPA Model 
● WHIRLPOOL Model 
● COMBO (Air & Whirlpool Spa) Model 
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The PRESIDENTIAL Models Include All Of The Following Features: 
 Replaces and Fits Into the Space of an Existing Bathtub 
The Presidential models fit into the footprint of most existing bathtubs or large shower stall 
areas 

 The PRESIDENTIAL Incorporates the Proven Strength and Durability of FIBERGLASS 
The Presidential is skillfully manufactured with a high grade fiberglass with a triple gel coat for a 
rich, durable and protective finish 

 A Multi-Speed, Relaxing and Therapeutic Full Hydrotherapy Air Spa System with Sixteen 
Hydro-Ports, each with Warm, Therapeutic Hydrotherapy to Surround and Massage Your 
Entire Body (Included in Air Spa and Combo Models) 
Provides you with a deep, relaxing, therapeutic massage that is said to: increase your 
circulation; reduce your aches and pains; and relax your muscles and joints. This helps to give 
you greater range of motion and freedom of movement while providing you with the ultimate in a 
healthy and luxurious bathing experience. For convenience and relaxation all hydrotherapy 
controls are within easy reach while seated 

Variable Speed, Directional, Six-Jet Whirlpool Spa and Hot Water Maintaining Systems 
(Included in Whirlpool and Combo Models) 
Consisting of a lavish and adjustable Water Whirlpool System as well as a state-of-the-art 
Whirlpool Water Heater, this superior spa system provides the ultimate in whirlpool massage 
therapy and relaxation. The powerful and directional water jets provide a thorough deep 
massage directed to specific body parts to help relax the muscles, relieve stiffness, increase 
blood circulation and reduce pain. The exclusive In-line Hot Water Maintaining System ensures 
that your whirlpool bath maintains the temperature of your hot water. The easy to reach and 
simple to use control buttons allows you to control just how much water spa power you desire; 
from a gentle, relaxing swirl to a powerful, pulsating force 

Slip-resistant Floor 
Helps assure your safety when entering or exiting the bathtub 

IMPORTANT! Personal Hygiene “Bidet Notch” Built Into the Seat 
Thorough personal hygienic cleansing is critical to your health and comfort. Now it’s easy to 
keep your “private areas” clean and healthy... it’s as easy as sitting in your new bathtub! 

VITAL! Extra Wide Door with a Convenient Knee Cutaway for Easy Opening & Closing  
The Presidential door is strategically shaped to serve three distinct purposes: It provides for 
extra room in the thigh and hip areas; It gives you the ability to conveniently walk straight into 
the bathtub without having to turn sideways; Most Importantly... It creates a CONVENIENT and 
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SAFE way to open and close the door while sitting due to a specially designed "knee cutaway” 
allowing you to COMFORTABLY and SAFELY sit in 
place, (instead of having to awkwardly shift your legs 
or dangerously stand), when opening and closing the 
bathtub door 

IMPORTANT! Low Threshold for Safe and Easy 
Access 
One small step for mankind... one incredible bathing 
experience thereafter 

Right or Left Mounted Doors - Inward Opening for 
Safety 
Provides you with the flexibility to have things the way you want it: the door on either side; the 
seat on either side; and the faucets and showerhead on either side as well 

Luxurious Roman Faucets and Matching Retractable/ Handheld Showerhead (Note: recent 
fixture changes may vary from photos) 
All major plumbing components are supplied with the PRESIDENTIAL models making it 
engineered for a faster, simpler installation. Both the faucets and the showerhead come in a 
standard chrome finish 

Built-in Safety Grab Bar 
Conveniently located and built-in for safety and convenience, this grab bar makes it a breeze to 
get in and sit down, and also provides you with an easy, convenient and safe way to stand up 
again 

Easy to Maintain: Automated Self-Purging/Self-Cleaning System (Included in Air Spa and 
Combo Models) 
A fully automated system purges the excess moisture from the lines and is timed to come on 
about 20 minutes after bathing. This not only helps to prevent any build-up of bacteria, mold and 
mildew, it also blows warm air that assists in drying any residue moisture on the tub 

Door Seal with a Lifetime Manufacturer’s Guarantee 
This exceptional door seal provides you with a worry-free manufacturer’s guarantee against the 
door seal ever leaking. This assures a safer, more secure, leak-proof seal... and this seal with a 
Manufacturer’s Lifetime Guarantee! 

Available in Your Choice of Two Standard Colors: White or Biscuit 
"White" is certainly the most popular color as it "goes with everything". You can also accent it 
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with any color towel on its door to blend into the color scheme of your bathroom. For those who 
prefer it, "Biscuit" is also available as a standard color 

IMPORTANT! 10 Year Manufacturer's Guarantee on the Bathtub Shell and Frame 
This superior quality bathtub is made to last; assuring you years of enjoyment 

IMPORTANT! Steel Frame 
Specifically designed for high strength and lasting stability 

IMPORTANT! Support Leveling Legs 
The Presidential models have heavy duty support leveling legs to help assure an absolutely 
level and leak-free bathtub 

Available Options 

AROMATHERAPY 
Your favorite scent of flowers or herbs permeate your senses adding additional peace,comfort 
and relaxation to your bathing experience 

CHROMATHERAPY 
An LED lighting system transforms your bath into a place of solace for additional relaxation and 
enjoyment while bathing 

OPTIONAL MATCHING WHITE OR BISQUIT DECORATIVE EXTENSION SPACER 
Should you have the desire to use a matching material to fill-in the remaining length of the old 
bathtub space, we have an elegant optional matching extension spacer available 
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